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Abstract—Business to Business e-commerce is adopted
by more and more companies all over the world. Many
companies will be involved in doing business over
internet among them some will act as manufacturer and
other as suppliers of the sub products. Here we are going
consider two types of hackers, the hackers who are
outside the organization and the hackers present within
the organization. The problem is how to identifying
authentic supplier and to see that after authentication the
data integrity, here we consider it as the number of sub
product to be manufactured that should reach the
authentic supplier in the presence of hacker within the
organization. There is need for designing trusted security
framework. In this paper we are designing a security
framework which runs double securing algorithm by
using keyless cryptography algorithm for finding the
authentic supplier and to see that the order of sub product
to be manufactured reaches correct supplier for this caser
cryptography algorithm is used. The authentication solves
the problem of outside hackers and uses of caser
cryptography solve the problem of hacker within the
organization. The double securing algorithm is
implemented on MATLAB, CPU time is calculated to
known the time taken to run the security mechanism.
Index Terms—Business to Business e-commerce,
keyless cryptography, caser cryptography, security
framework, authentication, data integrity.

I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional way of buying and selling of product
are going off these days due to the busy schedule and
busy life style. This has given way to easy and upcoming
type of commerce called e-commerce. E-commerce refers
to paperless exchange of business using internet
technologies. Business to Business is one of the branches
of e-commerce in which business is carried out between
business companies. The transaction can take place
between manufacturer and wholesaler, manufacturer and
suppliers or wholesaler and retailers. Here we are
considering the transaction between manufacturer and
suppliers in which a single manufacturer in ordering for
the sub product which are to be manufactured by the
Copyright © 2016 MECS

suppliers. For security in business to business
cryptography is used. Cryptography can be divided into
two major forms. They are symmetric key cryptography,
asymmetric key cryptography.
In symmetric key cryptography same key is used for
encrypting and decrypting the message. Some of the
algorithm which use symmetric algorithm are two fish,
advanced encryption standard, blowfish, Caesar ciphers
etc.
In Asymmetric key cryptography different keys are
used for encryption and decryption of the message. By
using public key message is encrypted and decryption is
done using the private at the destination. Public key is
easily available to all without any u. Data encryption
standard, RSA, elliptic curve algorithms are some of the
algorithm which make use of asymmetric key
cryptography. Digital signatures are also the part of
asymmetric key cryptography which has three procedures.
In the key generation procedure private key and public
key are generated, a signing procedure in which a
message and private key produce a signature and last
procedure is signature verifying procedure in which given
the message, public key and signature, depending on the
authentication the message will be either accepted or
rejected.
The hackers are very smart enough to hack the key
whether the manufacturer and suppliers use the
symmetric cryptography or asymmetric cryptography.
There is a need to design a security framework for
obtaining authentication, data integrity and securing the
transaction between the suppliers and manufacturer such
that it becomes impossible for the hacker to get the key
and finally the message. The flow of paper consist
literature review in section II, business to business ecommerce business model and security algorithm in
section III, result and analysis in section IV and finally
conclusion in section V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Cryptography based e-commerce Security A review,
Shazia Yasin et.al, security is a very important issues of
E-commerce, in this paper security based on pretty good
privacy (PGP). PGP can be used to provide authentication
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and confidentiality. But it is not full proof solution
because integrity, non-repudiation and replay threats are
also important e-commerce security dimensions. Secure
E-commerce protocol provides protection to a single
transaction at a time it cannot handle multiple Ecommerce transactions at a time [7].
E-commerce security using new public key algorithm
based on block cipher, Prakash Kuppesswamy et.al. New
public key algorithm is proposed having the customer,
trusted third party and lastly the merchant [8]. This
algorithm is compared with other algorithm which shows
the time taken is less on the number of characters against
different algorithm.
The study of information security in e-commerce
application, Mohammed Ali Hussain, E-commerce two
types of encryption methods offer symmetric and
asymmetric. The security threat of e-commerce includes
viruses, worms, Trojan horse, denial of service, password
[3]. The technologies for protecting e-commerce
transaction include encryption of data, SSL, digital
signature certificates smart card, e-cash.
E-commerce system: A review on security challenges
and Indian perspective, Journal of information knowledge
and Research, Hardik Nariya, Chirag Gohel [2], the paper
explains types of attacks in e-commerce and different
security mechanism to tackle online fraud attacks in ecommerce.In one more paper E-commerce security, Nada
M.A, Al-Slamy [4], Pretty good privacy is used for ecommerce. It has five services authentication and
confidentiality.

the suppliers back to the manufacturer.
3. Send order message is the message send by the
manufacturer giving the information about the
number of sub product to be manufactured by the
suppliers.
4. Receive order message is the message received by
the manufacturer getting the information about the
sub product manufactured.
A. Business Model without security with in single
organization
The business model considered in this paper has a
manufacturer and N number of suppliers. The
manufacturer broacast the request message to all the
suppliers. If the supplier does not want to manufacture
the sub product supplier will not send the
acknowlegement message. Hackers may hack the
information from the manufacturer and may manufacture
sub product which manfacturer will think it is done by the
supplier whom he has selected. The same is shown in the
figure 1.

III. BUSINESS TO BUSINESS E-COMMERCE BUISNESS
MODEL
The literature review shows that only one form of
cryptography method is used for securing the
communication or the transaction in e-commerce. In
which the hacker can hack the key and get important
message being communicated between the two parties.
Business to business e-commerce is the vast concept as
stated earlier we consider transaction taking place
between suppliers and manufacturer. In this paper we are
dividing the hackers into two types, hacker who are
present outside the organization and the hacker present
within the organization. Double security algorithm is
designed here by which we avoid the hackers present
both inside the organization and outside the organization.
The double security algorithm makes use of two type of
cryptography concept to achieve data integrity and
authentication. One algorithm is keyless cryptography
and other is caser cipher algorithm.
The suppliers are assigned supplier-ID by the
manufacturer depending on their reputation or it can
assign randomly for example S1 for supplier1, S2
supplier 2 etc. Here the supplier-ID is assigned randomly.
The messages being communicated are given below
1. Request message is the broadcast message by the
manufacturer.
2. Acknowledgement message is the messages send by
Copyright © 2016 MECS

Fig.1. Buisness Model Without Security

The above business model is without security
mechanism shows the manufacturer, S1,S2,S3,S4,S5 as
suppliers, HI hacker within the list of suppliers but is not
selected for supplying sub products and Ho is the hacker
who not in the list of the manufacturer and Ho is the
hacker who not in the list of the manufacturer. There are
two messages being communicated between the
manufacturer and the supplier. They are req which is
request message, ack the acknowledgement message , so
is the send order message contains the number of
subproduct to be manufactured by the suppliers, and ro is
the receive order message the manufacture gets the sub
product from the suppliers. The manufacturer broadcast
the request for manufacturing of the sub product to the all
suppliers.
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The supplier S2 will not get the information about the
selection of it by the manufacturer, its message is hacked
by the outside hacker Ho, he communicate with the
manufacturer as if it is supplier S2 here the authentication
is required.The S3 will get the request message and send
ack message to the manufacturer, on receiving this
manufacturer will send the send order message which
contains the sub product to be manufactured, this
message is used by the hacker HI who will communicate
on behalf of supplier S3. S3 will not get the message of
send order. Here is the need for data integrity.
The supplier S5 and S4 are not going to manufacture
sub product so they will not send the acknowledegment
message back.
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C. Business Model with out security between two
organizations
In this case study we are going to consider the
communication or transaction taking place between two
different organization manufacturing same type of final
product to same company. We assume that due to the
shortage of suppliers within the organization the
manufacturer request the suppliers of other organization.

B. Business Model with double security within single
organization

Fig.2. Buisness Model with Security

In this business model the manufacturer carefully
selects suppliers based on the quality of sub product, time
the sub products are delivered etc and other aspects.
There are four transactions of messages between the
suppliers and manufacturer. The messages are req
message is the request message, ack message is the
acknowledgement message, so is the send order message
and ro is the receive order message. The manufacturer
instead of broadcasting the messages send the request
message to the specific supplier in the above diagram it is
S1, S2, S3 from this authentication of the supplier is
achieved. The inside hacker will know the
communication between the S3 and the manufacturer but
is not able get the information about the number of sub
product to manufacture as this information is again send
by the manufacturer to the authentic supplier in the form
of send order and finally the manufacturer will receive
the order of sub product. Like this data integrity is
obtained. During authentication process keyless
cryptography is used then after confirmation that the
request has reached the authentic supplier then for send
order one more cryptography algorithm is used, here it is
caser cryptography.
Copyright © 2016 MECS

Fig.3. Buisness Model with Out Security Between Organizations

The business model shown above has two
organizations namely organization1 and organization2.
We assume that the organization1 is new organization
and has limited supplier with it, even the diagram shows
that manufacturer1 has only two suppliers S1 and S2.
Organization1 has shortage of suppliers for
manufacturing the sub products; it takes the help of the
other organization here its organization2. The
manufacturer1 broadcast the request message to the
suppliers present in the both organizations. The suppliers
of organization2 who are not selected can participate in
manufacturing the sub products. During this the hackers
will hack the request message transmitted by the
manufacturer1 which should reach supplier S12 of
organization2. The manufacturer1 unaware of the fact
will accept the ack message and send the order for
manufacturing of sub product to the hacker Ho who is in
track of the communication between the two
organizations instead of the actual supplier S12. There is
one more hacker H1 present inside the organization2, the
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broadcast message send by the manufacturer1 is received
by the supplier S13 of the organization2. The hacker H1
hacks the broadcast message send the ack message in
behalf to supplier S13. Again the manufacture1 believes
that the ack message is received by the correct supplier
and involve in doing business. in this way the hacker
present outside and inside the organizations are involved
in manufacturing sub products.
D. Business Model with double security between two
organizations

manufacturer use on more cryptography alogrithm to
encrypt the message which contain number of product to
manufacture and is send in the form of send order (so)
message. The respective suppliers after getting the
message of send order will send back the message about
the recipent of the message back to the manufacturer1 of
the organization1 in form of recive order (ro) message.
Like this using double security mechanism the both
hackers are avoided completely. We apply the double
security only to organization1 and we are not worried
about what security mechanism adopted by organization2
and its manufacture2 and their suppliers.
The double security algorithm for business to business
is given below
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Start
Manufacturer selects the suppliers wisely and send the
request message using keyless cryptography.
After getting acknowledgement message the number of
sub product to manufacture is send to suppliers, for data
integrity caser algorithm is used.
Total time required to run the security algorithm is got.
Best suppliers are selected depending on the sub product
being manufactured or the time taken to run the security
mechanism.
End.
Algorithm 1. Security Algorithm of Business to Business

The algorithm shows that the suppliers who are
selected by the manufacturer carefully are enclosed in a
file along with their ID, by using the keyless algorithm
they are send to the suppliers on receiving this supplier’s
send acknowledgement back to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer then uses caser algorithm to encrypt the
information as the number of sub product to be
manufactured like this data integrity is achieved. The
hackers outside the organization and within organization
are completely eliminated.
The same algorithm is applied for transaction taking
place between two organizations manufacturing same
type of product. The new organization having shortage of
supplier’s can take the help of the supplier present in
different organization, here also the hackers present
within and outside the organization can be prevented.
Fig.4. Buisness Model with Security Between Organizations

The organization2 is having five supplier S11, S12,
S13, S14 and s15 respective and the organization1 is
having the supplier S1 and S2 only, it still require more
suppliers.The manufacture1 of the organization1 will
identy the suppliers who are free and not involved in
manufacturing of the sub product belonging to the
organization2, in diagram the supplies S12 and S13 are
free. Manufacturer1 will take put their supplier ID and
the supplier ID of the supplier in organization1 who are
supplier S1 and S2 in a file and send it as a request
message. This time request message reaches the specified
suppliers and not all.Like this the hacker Ho is prevented
from hacking the request message. The hacker H1 present
inside the organzation2 will know that there is transaction
taking place between the supplier S13 and manufacturer1
of the organization1 but his effort goes in vain as the
Copyright © 2016 MECS

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS BUISNESS MODEL
The algorithm given above is run for simplified model
having a manufacturer and two suppliers only and case
study B is used. The two suppliers are selected randomly
from among the available ten suppliers. Since the
suppliers are selected randomly either two suppliers or
one supplier are selected every iterations. We are going
to analysis the result in three ways, first is selection of
best suppliers in number of order terms of sub product
manufacturing is maximum, second in terms of minimum
time taken to run the secure algorithm and third
considering both number of order item and minimum
time required for running the algorithm.
A. Selection of suppliers in term of number of sub
product order item.
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The table 1 shows three columns one is number of
iteration, second is the supplier ID which contain the
identification number of the supplier who is selected for
manufacturing sub product and last column shows that
order item which gives the information about the number
of sub product to be manufactured by the supplier. The
ten iterations, suppliers present are ten from them only
two suppliers are selected randomly and authenticated
supplier is given the order to manufacture the sub product
by the manufacturer.
Table 1. Supplier Involved in Processing the Order
Iteration

Supplier ID

Order item

1

S1

453

2

S6

200

3

S8

101

4

S3

115

S2

101

5

S5

222

6

S9

666

7

S4
S6

650
666

8

S4
S2

650
550

S4

999

9

S5

141

10

S2

222
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running the double security algorithm. Here by using the
information from the chart1 we can select supplier
depending on the number of sub product being
manufactured. The manufacturer can also decide whether
it wants one supplier or two suppliers for manufacturing
sub product. From the chart1 in iteration 8 in which
two suppliers are selected S2 and S4 who are going to
manufacture more sub product compared to other
suppliers in which two suppliers are involved. The
manufacturer wants to select one supplier then it will S1
in first iteration as it manufactures more sub products.
The manufacturer after running the secure algorithm has
the chance of selecting the best suppliers and also number
of suppliers either one or two. In the above analysis the
manufacturer if he wants two suppliers will select S2 and
S4 suppliers and if only one supplier is enough then he
selects supplier S1.
The same process can be carried out in the selection of
the suppliers by the manufacturer in the above cases that
has been discussed that is in business model with double
security within single organization and business model
with double security between two organizations.
The manufacturer will have faithfully and trustworthy
suppliers as the double security algorithm are run. The
manufacturer will get the sub product manufactured at the
correct time.
B. Selection of suppliers in term of time taken to run the
secure algorithm

Consider the first iteration in which only one supplier
having the supplier ID S1 is selected and number of sub
product it is going to manufacture is 453. Now consider
the iteration 4 in which two suppliers are selected with
supplier ID S3 and S2 and they are going to manufacture
115 and 101 sub product respectively.

The table 2 shows the two columns having number of
supplier involved during each iteration in the same
business model having one manufacturer and N supplier,
where the value of N is ten here. Out of the ten suppliers
present two suppliers are selected as the model is one
manufacture and two suppliers. The second column
shows time taken by the CPU for running the double
secure algorithm when respective suppliers are selected.
Table 2. Total Time Taken for Security Session

Information processing chart

Number of supplier involved

Time taken by the CPU for
processing in seconds

1

0.09375

1

0.0156

1

0.031250

2

0.125

1

0.03125

2

0.0625

2

0.09375

2

0.1875

1

0.01965

1

0.0312

1200
1000
800

order

Order item

600
400
200
0
S1 S6 S8 S3 S2 S5 S9 S4 S6 S4 S2 S4 S5 S2
supplier-id

Chart 1. Selection of Respective Supplier for Processing Information

The chart 1 shows the selection of the suppliers after
Copyright © 2016 MECS

The manufacturer who not interested on the number
order items can select the supplier’s depending upon the
time taken for executing the algorithm.
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2.5
2
Time taken by the
CPU for
processing in
seconds

1.5
time in
second 1

Number of
supplier involved

0.5
0

manufacturer in future work it can carried between any
number of manufacturer’s and any number of supplier’s.
In future work any other cryptography concept can be
applied for carrying on the transaction in business to
business e-commerce and helping the manufacturer to
make a decision for selecting the suppliers.
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